RFP ADDENDUM #3

Date: November 14, 2019

RFP No.: 20-005-24

Material and/or Service: Furniture including Installation for Mica Mountain High School

RFP Due Date: December 05, 2019  Time: 2:00 p.m., Local Time

Opening Location: Vail Education Center
Attention: Tori Gamble, Purchasing Department
13801 E. Benson Highway, Suite B
Vail, Arizona 85641

Please read the following comments and change your response if applicable. Sign and include a copy of this addendum in your response. This RFP is amended as follows:

1. Item ST03-ST05 & ST07 are these to have a continuous top for the units that are shown side by side or do you want individual tops for each storage unit. Please price out a continuous top for the storage units that are shown (on the furniture install drawings) side by side and individual tops for lateral files that are shown as a single storage unit. Storage components that require a common top are called out in red ink in the Room Location/Special Instruction portion of the specification sheet. Although not noted in this question, see sheet ST02, page 63 for lateral files that will require a continuous common top.

2. Item C20 States high pressure plastic laminate with a color choice of Slate Grey. This tablet top only comes in veneer or 3D Laminate, which is not available in the color choice of Slate Grey. There is only 4 solid 3D laminate choices, none are close to Slate Grey. Please confirm a new color choice. If Slate Grey colorway is no longer an available finish for this product, you will need to offer a 3D laminate that is similar to Slate Grey. Please ensure that you include both finish samples with your submittal.

3. Item C23, the KI 700 series folding chair, will be discontinued in March of 2020, therefore no reorders of this chair will be available. Also, to have the ganging device as specified will create this folding chair to be a custom chair. Please confirm you want a custom on this folding chair with the ganging device. Ganging device is required for this application.

4. Item EQP07 The standard color on the folding chair cart is a beige finish. The color selected is a black finish, which would make this folding chair cart a custom color. Please confirm you want a custom color on this folding chair cart.
   Beige finish will work for this item.

5. Could you share any information on the plans for fixed seating going in the auditorium? Has that been bid through the GC yet? Item C23, KI 700 Series Folding Chair 703, will used for auditorium and cafeteria seating. No fixed seating.

6. Item TYP01-TYP23 Storage Can you confirm the storage dimensions in the private office typicals. We do not see them listed on the drawing.
   • Mobile pedestal files (BBF) are standard 15Wx22D size
   • For lateral files that are part of the typical, the width & height for each lateral file are noted on the furniture symbol, which are found on the drawing and the typical specification sheet. For instance in TYP19 you contains (2) 2H 36W lateral files located under the 24/72 work surface.
   • Overhead Storage: Per Attach A, pg 14, overhead storage units shall be nominal 13” deep. The width for the OH storage unit is commensurate with the work surface located below the overhead storage unit itself (dimensions for
work surfaces are found on the install drawings & individual specification sheets).

If greater detail is required, please provide specific typical number(s) you're referencing and the exact storage component(s) you need dimensions for.

7. **The bid is asking to provide finishes for alternates, do we need to provide finishes in each package or is just one needed?**
   If "each package" is in reference to the number of proposals (1 original and 6 copies) you will only need to provide one set of finishes, to be submitted with the original copy of your proposal. For specifics regarding finish samples you will be providing w/your proposal, reference Attachment A, SOW, pg 8, 1.3.2.A, Items 1-7

8. **Will this solicitation be purchased through VUSD or is the Architect team handling that part for VUSD?**
   There is no statement of what contract this is to be completed under or if this is an open market bid. Can you please clarify this for me?
   A purchase order will be issued through VUSD for the solicitation. The solicitation will be a VUSD award that is renewable up to four (4) consecutive years.

Tori Gamble  
Procurement Analyst  
Vail Unified School District #20  
purchasing@vailschooldistrict.org

Vendor hereby acknowledges receipt of an agreement with the amendment. A signed copy must be returned with the RFP response.

__________________________________________________________________________  
Vendor Name

__________________________________________________________________________  
Signature Date